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Are you looking for the latest Binance Learn and Earn Quiz Answers? You’ve come to the correct
location!

Binance, the popular cryptocurrency exchange, is well-known for its willingness to try new things
and expand its offerings. The Binance Bitcoin Button and the Binance Wodl games are just two of the
exchange’s recent cryptocurrency-earning offerings. Learn and Earn, commonly known as Binance’s
quiz product and dubbed “learn,” is among the oldest and most popular, delivering a wide variety of
questions to Binance users in order to earn cryptocurrency.

On 7th September, 2022, there will be four quizzes (LPT, BTTC, HIGH & OM) in Binance learn &
earn. All the information you need regarding the three quizzes is here, including the correct
answers.

The Binance Learn and Earn Quiz Answers – Beginner’s Guide have already been published in a
single post. Check this too.

 

 How to Answer Binance Learn and Earn Quiz
1) Create an account with Binance .

2) In order to receive your incentives, you are required to complete your Know Your Customer (KYC)
verification.

3)Go to the Binance app’s dashboard to take the learn & earn quiz.

4) On September 7, 2022 at 9:00 AM, new Binance learn & earn quizzes will be available to the
public (UTC).

5) Once the quiz is available, take it to win up to $7 in bitcoin rewards.

6) There is a first-come, first-served policy for rewards.
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7) Approved customers will be given a set quantity of LPT, BTTC, HIGH, and OM.
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Binance Livepeer Quiz Answers
1.What is the native token of Livepeer?

Answer: LPT

2. Who stakes Livepeer tokens (LPT) in order to receive a share of video processing fees?

Answer: Delegators

3. Livepeer is built on which blockchain?

Answer: Ethereum

4.What are the benefits of delegating LPT on the Livepeer network?

Answer: All are correct

5.Livepeer has processed over 150 million minutes of video since its mainnet launch. True or false?

Answer: True

6.Which of the following provides a gateway to delegating on the Livepeer network?

Answer: The Livepeer Explorer

7. Transcoding is one of the steps necessary to deliver video content smoothly to end users. True or
false?

Answer: True

8.Livepeer is used primarily to process what type of content?
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Answer: Video content

9. Livepeer orchestrators receive a share of video processing fees in the form of?

Answer: ETH

10.When was Livepeer’s mainnet launch?

Answer: 2018
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Binance BTTC Quiz Answers

1.All of these concepts are related to Band Token except for…

Answer: Cash incentives

2. Which sentence is incorrect?

Answer: Band Protocol leverages on-chain centralized oracles that link on-chain
applications together.

3. Which characteristics differentiate Band Protocol from other oracle services?

Answer: Decentralization, maximum customization and flexibility, easy scalability,
economical cost, interoperability, and cross-chain

4. Which ecosystem(s) has/have partnered with Band Protocol?

Answer: All are correct

5.Which of the following IS NOT a use case of the BAND token?

Answer: To secure a discount when requesting data

6.Which sentence is CORRECT?

Answer: BandChain’s Delegated Proof of Stake design and BAND token create a
decentralized network.

7.What network is BandChain on?

Answer: Cosmos

8.Which characteristic DOES NOT correctly describe BAND Protocol?

Answer: On-chain DeFi protocol
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Binance Highstreet Quiz Answers

1.What is HIGH token’s maximum supply?

Answer: 100 million

2. Which region will the next Highstreet’s IHO be based on?

Answer: Animoca Archipelago

3. Which platform can the current stage of Highstreet be played on?

Answer: PC & VR

4. Which area does Highstreet stand out from other Metaverses?

Answer: All are correct

5.Highstreet’s apparel collection with 8-bit is available for purchase from real-life department
stores. True or false?

Answer: True

6.Who’s able to purchase lands and become a land owner from Highstreet?

Answer: Brands

7.Which ecosystem(s) is HIGH token on?

Answer: Ethereum & BSC

8. What are the feature(s) of Highstreet Homes?
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Answer: All are correct

9.Which centralized exchanges can $HIGH tokens be purchased from?

Answer: Binance, Coinbase, Crypto.com

10. Highstreet’s Phygital items can only be purchased online.

Answer: False
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Binance Mantra Quiz Answers

1. NFTs, metaverse and gaming can all be built on which one of MANTRA’s stacks?

Answer: MANTRA Chain

2.MANTRA Chain is compatible with which of these blockchains? Select all that apply.

Answer: EVM & IBC

3.Does MANTRA Finance provide initial coin offerings?

Answer: Yes

4.What is HeliSwap?

Answer: Decentralized exchange

5.What is MANTRA’s Governance Token?

Answer: $OM

6. Where in the OMniverse can you find retail staking?

Answer: MANTRA Nodes

7.MANTRA Nodes offers which of the following?

Answer: All are correct

8.What Year was MANTRA founded?

Answer: 2020
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